
Ellip1cal galaxies: dynamics and evolu1on

Stars form from cold gas. Where we see cold gas in 
galaxies, it is in thin rota8ng disks. If stars form from 
that gas, they should also be in disks. 

Ellip8cals aren’t like that; why are their stars moving 
so randomly?



Relaxa1on, or: how are orbits randomized?

Relaxa1on: a process by which stars diffuse away from their ini8al orbits.

One relaxa8on process is close encounters of stars: close enough that the gravita8onal poten8al from the star is 
comparable to the kine8c energy of mo8on. For two stars of mass 𝑚, his gives a sca`ering radius (𝑟4) of
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How oren does this happen?

Over a 8me t, a star in mo8on will sweep out a cylinder of 
radius rs that has a volume 𝜋𝑟4,𝑉𝑡. If the density of stars per 
unit volume is given by n, then we would expect one 
encounter in a 8me where 𝑛𝜋𝑟4,𝑉𝑡 = 1.
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This is much greater (≈ 300×)	than the age of the universe, so close encounters do not ma`er much.



Weak encounters (S&G 3.2.2)

What about the effect of many distant encounters con8nually nudging the star 
off its ini8al orbit? Consider a distant flyby of two stars at a distance b. The 
perpendicular force is given by
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Integrate this over 8me to get
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Over 8me, the star will experience many weak deflec8ons, which gives rise to a squared velocity change of
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Relaxa8on 8me: where Δ𝑉C, = 𝑉,. So
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number	of	encounters
scattering	per	encounter
probability	of	encounter
the	“Coulomb	logarithm”
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Weak encounters (S&G 3.2.2)

So what about this pesky Coulomb logarithm?

𝑏0I": close sca`ering radius, 𝑟4 ≈ 1𝐴𝑈
𝑏03>: size of the stellar system. ≈ 300 pc – 30 kpc, depending on what kind of galaxy (dwarf, giant?)

so ln Λ ≈ 18 − 22. Exact value doesn’t ma`er. Diffusion of orbits will s8ll be very slow, occurring over 100 billion 
year 8mescales. Again, this is ≈ 10× the age of the universe.

Upshot: In galaxies, sca`ering of stars by other stars are (sta8s8cally) unimportant. Galaxies are “collisionless”.

So why are ellip8cal galaxies so disordered?
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Violent relaxa1on

All these calcula8ons rely on conserva8on of energy along the orbit. But if the poten8al well changes with 8me, energy 
cannot be conserved, because  𝐸 = $

,
𝑣, + 𝜙(�⃗�, 𝑡). Changing poten8al ⇒ changing energy ⇒ randomiza8on of orbits

Look at simula8ons of gravita8onal collapse. Start with a spherical roughly constant density distribu8on of stars, perturb 
them slightly, and then let gravity do its thing.
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Violent relaxa1on

Hierarchical growth of galaxies (small things mergering to make big things) is one example of the violent relaxa8on process.

Time



Violent relaxa1on

Galaxy mergers are another example of the violent relaxa8on process.



Black Holes

Centers of galaxies oren have supermassive black holes (𝑀JK 	~	10L − few	×	10&𝑀⊙).	How can we detect these 
objects?

“Sphere of Influence”: where the circular velocity around a black holes is comparable to the velocity dispersion of 
the surrounding stars:
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Inside this radius, the gravita8onal influence of the black hole should begin to 
dominate stellar veloci8es, and we should see a signature in the kinema8cs.

Example: NGC 1399 (Fornax)
• 𝜎 = 350 km/s, 𝑀JK = 10&𝑀⊙, 𝑟JK ≈ 36 pc. 
• At d=20 Mpc, this is an angular size of 0.4 arcsec.
• Need Hubble or ground-based adap8ve op8cs!
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NGC 4258 Siopis+09

MBH ~ 3.3x107 M☉

Measure via stellar kinema1cs

Rising velocity dispersion near center. 

Must be careful to dis8nguish between gravita8onal 
effects of a black hole and the signature of radial 
anisotropy.

NGC 4258

Note logarithmic scale on radius!

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009ApJ...693..946S/abstract


M84 (Bower+98)

MBH ~ 1.5x109 Msun

Measure via gas kinema1cs

Gas orbi8ng around the black hole shows rising 
circular velocity near center. (Note: this is on scales much 
larger than the BH accre4on disk!)

Have to factor in the inclina8on of the disk.

M84

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/1998ApJ...492L.111B/abstract


Black Holes

Kormendy & Ho, ARAA, 2013

Black hole mass strongly 
8ed to bulge mass, where 
“bulge” means

• spiral bulge, or
• ellip8cal galaxy

Both rela8ons show a 
sca`er in log(MBH) of ~ 0.3, 
or a factor of two in mass.

Correla8on with luminosity:

𝑀JK 	~	𝐿O,HP82!$.,

Correla8on with velocity dispersion:

𝑀JK 	~	𝜎!%.%

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-astro-082708-101811


Black Holes

Kormendy & Ho, ARAA, 2013
Black hole masses are generally 0.1–1% of the “bulge” mass.
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https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-astro-082708-101811


Black Holes

Kormendy & Ho, ARAA, 2013

Black hole mass not coupled to disk mass.

So the coupling is not with the proper8es of the 
galaxy, but the proper8es of the bulge.

“coevolu1onary”: whatever forms/grows the 
bulge also forms/grows the black hole.

Disks are a passive player in this evolu8on.

remember for spirals: 
• “classical bulge” = r1/4-ish spheroidal bulge
• “pseudobulge” = disky/exponen8al bulge

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-astro-082708-101811


M87
Virgo ellip1cal
D=16.5 Mpc



M87

Gas kinema8cs near the center:

MBH ≈ 3.5x109 M☉ (Walsh+13)

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2013ApJ...770...86W


M87

Stellar kinema8cs near the center:

MBH ≈ 6.6x109 M☉ (Gebhardt+11)

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2011ApJ...729..119G


The event horizon of the 
black hole is extremely small 
at the distance of M87:

𝑅4 ≡
2𝐺𝑀JK

𝑐,
≈ 3 − 6	×10@%	pc	

𝜃 = 4 − 8	×10@L	arcsec

Event Horizon Telescope: 
world-wide array of radio 
telescopes doing radio 
interferometry of the hot gas 
around the black hole.

EHTC 2019

M87

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/2041-8213/ab0f43


Black holes scaDer stars off box orbits: erode triaxiality.

Simula1on 👉: Grow 1% mass black hole in nucleus of 
triaxial galaxy model (a=1, b=0.85, c=0.75). Box orbits 
become chao8c and isotropic. Inner regions get rounder. 
Important for nucleus, less so for bulk of galaxy.

Binary black holes: “scour nucleus”, reduce central density.

Stars interact with binary black hole, gain energy, get 
ejected from nucleus. Black hole binary loses energy, 
binary gets closer (“hardens”) eventually merges.

Ques8on: Why would there be a binary black hole?

Simula1on👉: Mul8ple BH binary events.

The effect of black holes

Holley-Bockelmann +02

MerriP 06

MBH=0.5% MBH=0.25% MBH=0.1%

Black holes accrete ma`er and drive ac8ve galac8c nuclei (AGN). They also inject energy into the interstellar 
medium via photoioniza8on and shocks. But what do they do to the distribu8on of stars?
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https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2002ApJ...567..817H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006ApJ...648..976M/abstract



